Active human body models are an important tool to study occupant interaction with safety systems in evasive manoeuvres such as braking and/or steering. In this study a finite element human body model with and without closed-loop active muscle control in the neck and lower trunk was compared to volunteer occupants in six different load cases with lane change, braking, and combined manoeuvres using standard and pre-pretensioned seat belts. Seven different muscle controllers, using two different muscle activation strategies based either on head and torso displacements or muscle length, and one with the controller turned off have been compared to volunteer kinematics. Cross-correlation analysis with CORA was used to evaluate the model biofidelity. The results show an improvement in CORA scores when using active muscles, compared to the model with muscle activity turned off, for one load case and similar CORA scores between the models for five load cases. CORA scores ranged from 0.78 to 0.88 for the active models and 0.70 to 0.82 from the model with muscles turned off. The active model gave a kinematic response with good biofidelity in lane change with braking, pure braking, and lane change with pre-pretensioned seat belt, but the biofidelity of the model was rated as fair in lane change with standard seat belt.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many car crashes are preceded by a manoeuvre such as braking and/or steering [1], either by the driver, or automatic crash avoidance systems. During these evasive manoeuvres, the occupant will be exposed to accelerations which could influence the occupant position and response in the possible subsequent crash phase [2-3]. Human body models (HBMs) fitted with active muscular control are an important tool to study occupant interaction with safety systems in these evasive manoeuvres. These computational models have been historically limited to the crash phase and have recently been fitted with active muscle control systems [4-5]. The models are designed as such to replicate human responses in selected evasive manoeuvres and/or subsequent crash scenarios. The evasive manoeuvres are characterised by low-level loading and long duration, whilst the crash phase consist of higher loads and shorter durations [6].

Models available today utilise two different strategies to transition the simulation from an evasive manoeuvre to a crash phase. One strategy uses the same HBM for both phases, which gives the option of running both the evasive manoeuvre and crash phase in one single simulation [2][5][7]. The other uses separate models for the separate phases and maps the state of the model from the final state of evasive manoeuvre to initial position for in-crash [8]. There are models that can handle braking scenarios [5][9], and models that handle scenarios with lateral accelerations [10].

The SAFER HBM v9, representing an averaged sized male, has the capacity to predict the occupant response in both the evasive manoeuvre and the crash in a single simulation. To date the model has been validated in several types of braking events [5][11]. Recently an omni-directional control strategy for neck and lower trunk musculature was designed for the THUMS v3.0, with the intention that the strategy would be implemented into the SAFER HBM model and thereafter compared to data from volunteer experiments [12]. Currently, the implemented coordinate system referencing for SAFER HBM active muscle controllers does not accurately...
simulate an occupant not aligned in global X axes or load cases with large vehicle rotations.

There are several available volunteer experiments representative of evasive manoeuvre loading that include males in low-level, long duration scenarios. There are several including longitudinal acceleration that simulate braking events, for the driver [13-14] and for the passenger [15-18]. Less including lateral accelerations; for the passengers [19-21]. Experiments [13][16-18][20] were performed with some type of sled system while [14][15][21] were performed with vehicles travelling in real traffic or on a test track. Some of these studies estimated muscle activity by recording electromyography (EMG) [14-16][22], where [14][15][22] reported EMG data normalised to isometric maximum voluntary contraction (MVC) and [16] reported EMG normalised to maximum EMG recorded in all events.

The objective of this study was to extend the capability of SAFER HBM v9 with active muscle control to handle load cases with large vehicle yaw rotations and unaligned positioning in the global coordinate system, and to evaluate the kinematic biofidelity of the HBM compared to the HBM without muscle activation in pure braking, lane change with braking and lane change.

II. METHODS
The SAFER HBM v9 whole body HBM, representing an average-sized male, was used in all simulations. This model is based on the Total HUman Model for Safety AM50 version 3.0 (THUMS; Toyota Motor Corporation 2008). Details about the model used are included in Appendix A. In summary, the model anthropometry was based on the 50th percentile male reported by [23], with a stature of 175cm and weight of 77kg. The model consisted of approximately 127,000 solid elements, 108,000 shell elements, and 2,500 one-dimensional elements. The elements in the model were predominantly hexahedral/quadrilateral and deformable, except for the rigid thoracic vertebrae, sacrum, and vertebral endplates. The musculature in the model were 1D Hill-type elements with activation determined by closed-loop control, as described below. All simulations were performed with the finite element solver LS-DYNA MPP R9.3.0 (LSTC, Livermore, CA, US). Pre- and postprocessing was done with LS-PREPOST (LSTC, Livermore, CA, US) and MATLAB (The Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA, US).

Muscle Activation Control Strategies
Muscle activity was implemented using omni-directional reflex muscle recruitment models consisting of closed loop control with two feedback loops, angular position feedback (APF) and muscle length feedback (MLF), illustrated in Fig. 1 and described in detail in [12]. In short, muscle activities in both the neck and trunk regions were controlled using Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) controllers as proposed by [12] (Appendix B, Table IV). Neural delay and muscle activation dynamics was included (Fig. 1 and Appendix B, Table IV). Muscle activation dynamics, from excitation signal \( u = u_{APF} + u_{MLF} \) to activation level \( N_a \) were modelled as a set of two first order differential equations as described by Winters and Stark [24] (Appendix B, Equations (1) and (2)) and with parameters adapted from [12]. To stabilize joints, a minimum activation level of each muscle was defined based on EMG recorded for passengers during quite sitting in a moving vehicle [12][15] (Appendix B, Table IV).

The neck APF controller emulates vestibular feedback from the central nervous system [12], which reacts to rotations and translations of the head. This reflex aims at stabilising the head in space [25]. The MLF controllers emulate the stretch reflex in the muscles, which in humans are known to contract muscle fibres in response to stretching of muscle spindles [12][25]. Although the omni-directional reflex muscle recruitment models aimed at representing the kinematic response created by human reflexes, it does not attempt to model the central nervous system. Hence, low complexity was chosen for modelling convenience, to enable application of the model in simulations of both evasive manoeuvres and crash, rather than implementing a detailed analogue of the human sensorimotor systems.

The APF controllers implemented in the neck and lower trunk uses two PID controllers, based on omni-directional link angular deviation from reference position, determined at reference time specific for each simulation (Fig. 1), gains proposed by [12] (Appendix B, Table IV). One PID regulates a neck link, defined between the T1 vertebral body and head centre of gravity, and one regulates a lumbar link, defined from the 1st sacral vertebral body to T10 vertebral body. The PID-controllers determine the general target activation level, which is then scaled for each muscle using experimentally derived spatial tuning patterns. During the simulation, scaling muscle activity by spatial tuning patterns is determined by projecting the neck and lumbar links onto the spatial tuning plane [12]. For muscles where experimental spatial tuning patterns were not available, the muscles were
assigned to an available tuning pattern based on similarities in anatomical function [12].

The MLF controllers implemented consisted of multiple PID-controllers, one for each muscle element, based on the elements’ absolute length change from reference length and lengthening velocity. Many muscles were modelled with multiple elements, please see [5] for full details. The MLF controllers activated when the muscle absolute length was above the reference length, determined at the reference time for each simulation. All PID-controllers in the MLF strategy used the same PID controller gains, proposed by [12] (Appendix B, Table IV).

The original APF implementation, where link angles and spatial tuning scaling were determined in the global coordinate system, was modified to allow for simulations where the HBM sagittal plane was not aligned with the global X-axis (Fig. 2), for example when the vehicle rotates in yaw during a lane change manoeuvre. In this study, three different reference coordinate systems for the APF link angles and spatial tuning have been implemented and the responses compared to those of volunteers. Before pre-positioning, all three-coordinate systems were initially aligned with the global system (Fig. 2). The three reference coordinate systems were: 1) vehicle fixed coordinate system, hereafter called APF-V, where the coordinate system rotates with the vehicle in all axes; 2) partially HBM fixed coordinate system, referred to as APF-Y, where the coordinate system rotated in the yaw direction only based on a vector that connected the T1 and sternum for the neck, and with the sacrum for the lower trunk controller; 3) fully HBM fixed coordinate system, hereafter referred to as APF-L, where the coordinate system rotated with the T1/sternum and sacrum in all three axes. The coordinate systems determined the reference posture that the APF controller attempted to maintain for the body region controlled. The coordinate systems also determined in which plane the spatial tuning was projected. For APF-V it was projected onto the vehicle XY-plane, for APF-Y it was projected onto the global XY-plane (horizontal plane) and for APF-L it was projected onto the T1/sternum and sacrum local XY-planes.

**Pre-positioning**

A positioning simulation was initially performed to place the HBM in the seat (Fig. 2). This positioning was common for all load cases. The duration of the positioning simulation was 750 ms, divided into two steps. In the first step of the positioning simulation (0-250 ms), gravity loading was applied with muscle controllers turned off. In this step, the head and T1 were translated closer to equilibrium position by prescribing a displacement (8 mm rearward). This was done to prevent large oscillations from subsequent muscle activation. In the second step (250-750ms) muscle activation was added to the gravity load, either using APFs, MLFs or a combination of these.
Reference time, the time when assigning reference positions or reference muscle lengths for the controllers, were set to 250 ms for all controllers with the exception when MLF simulations were combined with APF. Then the MLF reference time was 400 ms to let the APF controllers find a stable position before activating the MLF controllers. All load cases used the same models of the seat and restraint system. The seat model was provided by Volvo Car Company and the compressional quasi-static properties of the seat cushion have previously been validated against a seat identical to those installed in the vehicles used in the volunteer tests [5].

**Test Setups and Evaluation Data**

Two sets of volunteer experiments have been selected for model evaluations. Both these sets include kinematics and muscle activation normalised with MVC for vehicle passengers. One experiment was included to compare model response in lateral and frontal oblique accelerations in form of lane change with and without braking on a test track [19]. The lane changes consisted of two phases: first a right turn and then a left turn. Only the first face was used for the model evaluations. In this experiment a commercially available Volvo V60 model year (MY) 2016 with leather seats was used. The test series contained four scenarios, autonomous lane change with and without braking, performed by a driving robot, with two belt configurations: standard and pre-pretensioned seat belt. The pre-pretensioner applied a target force of 170 N and was activated 200 ms prior to manoeuvre initiation. The data set included nine male volunteers with an average (± standard deviation (std)) height and weight of 183 ± 6.1 cm and 72.3 ± 7.7 kg. In the test series, head translations, head rotations, torso translations and seat belt forces were recorded. Muscle activity was recorded and normalised using MVC in 19 muscles of the arms, legs, torso, and neck. Seven of these muscles, Sternocleidomastoid (SCM), Middle Scalene (MS), Upper Trapezius (UTRP), Cervical Paravertebrals (experiment)/ Semispinalis Capitis (HBM) (CPVM), Rectus Abdominis (RA), External Oblique (EXOB), Erector Spinae (longissimus) (LPVM), were included in the active neck and lumbar muscle controller of the HBM and used further in this study.

Another experiment was included in this study for evaluation of the model in longitudinal accelerations in form of autonomous braking on public roads [15]. The full test duration was used for comparison. The volunteer experiment was run in a Volvo V60 MY 2012 with leather seats, with two belt configurations: standard and pre-pretensioned. The pre-pretensioner applied a nominal tension force of 170 N and was activated 200 ms prior to manoeuvre initiation. The data set included 11 male volunteers with an average (± std) height and weight of 178.2 ± 5.2 cm and 77.5 ± 5.6 kg. The study recorded head translations and rotations, sternum and T1 translations, seat belt and foot well forces. Muscle activity was recorded and normalised using MVC in eight muscles, of which four were included and activated in the HBM’s active neck and lumbar muscle controllers; SCM, CPVM, LPVM and RA.

All six load cases were run using APF-Y, APF-Y+MLF, and passive controllers (Table I). The APF-Y controller (with and without MLF) was evaluated in all load cases because it was believed to replicate the vestibulocolic reflex the most, since the controller always has a global vertical reference. To evaluate the difference between the different APF implementations, one load case (lane change with braking, standard seat belt) has been run with
all implemented muscle recruitment strategies (Table I). This load case was chosen because it includes both braking and steering, letting the occupant move away from the back support and at the same time moving out of the seat belt. In all simulations averaged pulses from the volunteer experiment were applied (Fig. 3). In the autonomous braking cases, separate accelerations were reported for the experiments with standard seat belt and pre-pretensioned seat belts. In the simulations the average vehicle acceleration from the experiments with pre-pretensioned belt was used also for the simulations with standard seat belt.

In the lane change load cases, t0 was defined as manoeuvre initiation. For the lane change load case simulations, with and without braking, including pre-pretensioner the retractor was started 280 ms before the event t0 (after a simulation time of 470 ms) and ramped to target force during 450 ms. For the pure braking cases, t0 was defined as when vehicle acceleration reached 5% of the peak value (approximately 0.3 s, shown with the leftmost dashed vertical line in Fig. 3c). For the pure braking load case simulations with pre-pretensioner, the retractor was started 257 ms before the event t0 (after a simulation time of 640 ms) and ramped to target force during 450 ms.

![Simulations carried out in this study](image)

**TABLE I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lane change with and without braking [19]</th>
<th>Pure braking [15]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No braking, standard seatbelt</td>
<td>Braking, pre-pretensioned seatbelt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>APF-L</strong></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>APF-V</strong></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>APF-Y</strong></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>APF-L+MLF</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>APF-V+MLF</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>APF-Y+MLF</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MLF</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Passive</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a) Lane change without braking       b) Lane change with braking       c) Pure braking

Fig. 3. Average acceleration pulses [m/s²] in longitudinal (x, top) and lateral (y, bottom) from the volunteer experiments. Average acceleration in black and ±1 standard deviation in grey [15][19]. For pure braking cases, no lateral (Y) acceleration was reported, an assumption of zero lateral acceleration was made for the simulations. Black dotted lines show evaluation interval, left dotted line shows event t0 at 0s for both lane change cases and approximately 0.3s for pure braking. Timing for activation of seatbelt pre-pretensioner is shown as red dash-dotted (volunteer experiments) and blue dotted (simulations) lines.
Data analysis

To evaluate the biofidelity of the SAFER HBM v9 with active muscle control systems, kinematic response and muscle activation time histories have been compared to the volunteer data. The comparisons were done by plotting experimental results together with simulation results, as well as by evaluation of correlation using the CORAplus 4.0.4 software [26]. Different weights have been used for the evaluation of kinematics (and forces) and for the evaluation of muscle activation (Table II). Kinematics and forces were evaluated using the proposed settings in the CORAplus software manual [27], using average volunteer response as reference, inner corridor as ±1 standard deviation and outer corridor as ±2 standard deviations [28]. The model active muscle controller outputs were evaluated by calculating the cross-correlation CORA score between the model and each volunteer’s EMG response and then a subject wise average and standard deviation of these cross-correlation scores were presented. This was done because of variability in timing and shape for the EMG recordings, meant that the mean response may not be a meaningful representation of the data, rendering the corridor approach invalid. The phase-shift evaluations were removed for the muscle activation evaluation because it was seen that in the case of no activation at all, the phase shift gave a perfect correlation. For the muscles consisting of more than one muscle element, with a controller using MLF where each element has an individual activation signal, each element activation signal was compared to the individual volunteer EMG recordings. Average and standard deviation was calculated using all CORA scores for that muscle, i.e. a muscle consisting of three elements, in a case where 24 EMG recordings were collected from the volunteer experiments, the average was calculated using 72 CORA scores. To facilitate easier interpretation the CORA ratings were categorised as excellent, good, fair and poor in accordance with [27] (Table II). A relevant difference in CORA scores was defined as 0.14, as this is the difference between the “good” and “excellent” CORA score thresholds [27]. For muscle activity, a relevant difference was defined as a difference in average of above 0.14, and no overlap in standard deviation range.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corridor rating</th>
<th>Kinematics/forces</th>
<th>Muscle activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shape</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase-shift</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For lane change (with and without braking) the CORA evaluation was performed from event t0 (start of manoeuvre, 0s) until the lateral vehicle acceleration had changed direction (approximately 1 s), which represents the first turn in the lane change cases. The reason to exclude the second turn was that from viewing experimental videos it was apparent that some volunteers did not attempt to maintain an upright posture during the second turn, suggesting the influence of voluntary control and the HBM muscle controllers currently only simulate reflexive responses. For the pure braking cases, t0 was defined as when vehicle acceleration reached 5% of the peak value (approximately 0.3 s, shown with the leftmost dashed vertical line in Fig. 3). The CORA evaluation was performed from t0 until end of simulation (approximately 2.5 s).

To create an overall CORA score for each model, the model CORA scores were summed using a weighting procedure; the measures were grouped in three groups; body translations, body rotations and belt forces. Within the three groups, the weighting factors for each measure was based on the peak magnitude of that measure divided by the maximum peak value within the group, so the measures with the largest peak magnitudes in each group contributed the most to the group rating. The groups were summed using the number of measures in the group, i.e., translations in lane change account for 55% of the overall rating, since there were six measured translations (3 axes for head and torso) and 11 measures in total. Muscle activity was not included in the overall rating since muscle activity is not available for the passive model.

All kinematic results were presented in the vehicle coordinate system according to [29] (Z-Down), with X positive axis in forward vehicle direction, positive Y axis from left to right in the vehicle and positive Z direction.
downwards. For the lane change (with and without braking) load cases, the changes in rotation of the head were calculated using extrinsic Euler angles $Z_1Y_2X_3$, as described in the volunteer study [19]. In the pure braking cases, the rotations were calculated as the angle change between Frankfort plane and horizontal plane (XY-plane) in the XZ-plane [15].

### III. RESULTS

#### Lane Change with Braking

The head kinematics in the first phase (between black dashed lines in Fig. 3, Fig. 4) in simulated lane change with braking and standard seat belt, models with APF-Y and APF-Y+MLF muscle controllers provided rather similar displacements and rotational displacements as did the average volunteer, whilst the passive model provided larger displacements. (Fig. 4). T1 translational kinematics in X and Y were similar between all three simulation models and volunteers, and all three models produced higher lap belt forces compared to volunteers (Appendix C, Fig. 11).

When comparing CORA scores of kinematic responses and forces for APF-Y, APF-Y+MLF and passive models it was seen that head Y displacement and roll provided higher CORA scores for the active models compared to the passive model, while the passive model provided higher CORA scores than the active models for head yaw (Fig. 5). The APF-Y model provided higher CORA scores compared to the passive model for shoulder belt force and head x displacement, while the passive model provided a higher CORA score in T1 Z displacement. The APF-Y+MLF model provided higher CORA scores compared to the passive model in head Z displacement and compared to the APF-Y model in T1 Z displacement (Fig. 5).
It appears that models with active musculature (APF-Y & APF-Y+MLF) exhibited gross motions in closer agreement to that of an exemplar volunteer than the model with passive musculature did (Fig. 6). The volunteer shows less head roll relative to the vehicle than all three model configurations at 0.5 s, possibly aiming at keeping his head aligned with gravity.
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**Fig. 5.** CORA scores [-] for lane change with braking, standard seat belt for APF-Y (red), APF-Y+MLF (blue) and passive (green) models respectively.

In the comparison of average CORA ratings for muscle activation between APF-Y and APF-Y+MLF the APF-Y+MLF gave similar results, except for SCM and MS where APF-Y+MLF gave lower CORA scores. All muscles correlated poorly to the volunteer EMG (Fig. 7). APF-Y+MLF gave bursts of muscle activation not seen in only APF-Y configuration for SCM, CPVM, RA, MS and UTRP (Appendix C, Fig. 12). EXOB and LPVM showed similar activity between APF-Y and APF-Y+MLF configurations (Appendix C, Fig. 12), which was reflected in the similarity in CORA averages and standard deviations (Fig. 7).

![Figure 6](image2.png)

**Fig. 6.** Snapshots of one volunteer compared to HBM in lane change with braking, with the vertical lines representing end of evaluation using the CORA method.
Lane Change without Braking

In lane change without braking, standard seat belt, head y translations of simulation models were similar to the volunteer average response, while the head yaw was opposite in direction between simulation models and volunteer average (Appendix C, Fig. 13). T1 Y translation was similar but slightly lower in the simulations compared to volunteers, and peak lap belt force was higher in simulations compared to in experiments (Appendix C, Fig. 14).

CORA scores show excellent correlation between all three model results and volunteer average in head Y translation, and good correlation in T1 Y translation and shoulder belt forces. Relevant difference between simulation models is found in T1 Z translation where the passive model shows higher correlation compared to both active models, and in head roll, where both active models show higher correlation compared to the passive model (Fig. 8).

Pure Braking

Simulations of the load case braking with pre-pretensioned seat belt provided similar head and T1 displacements compared to those of the volunteers for all tested muscle control systems (APF-Y, APF-Y+MLF and passive). The only exception was for sternum Z-displacements which were lower and opposite in direction than volunteer displacements for all models. The head Y-rotations for the two active models were closer to the average volunteer response compared to that of the passive model. The two active models showed oscillations in head Z translations and head rotations, induced by the control system (Fig. 9).
CORA rankings for the different measures indicate that all three models correlate similarly to the volunteers, and no relevant differences were found between any of the models in any of the measures (Fig. 10).

When comparing the overall CORA scores for simulations of all six load cases the models provided similar CORA scores between active models and passive model. In lane change with braking and standard seatbelt a relevant difference was found, where the APF-V and APF-Y models gave a higher correlation compared to the passive and APF-L+MLF models. For the other five load cases a trend of improvement in CORA scores for active models was observed, but the increase was smaller and potentially not as relevant. No relevant differences were found when comparing scores for the six different load cases, where maximum difference for APF-Y was 0.10 (lane change without braking, standard seatbelt compared to lane change with braking, pretensioned seatbelt), for APF-Y+MLF it was 0.09 (lane change without braking, standard seatbelt compared to pre-pretensioned seatbelt), and

**CORA comparison**

When comparing the overall CORA scores for simulations of all six load cases the models provided similar CORA scores between active models and passive model. In lane change with braking and standard seatbelt a relevant difference was found, where the APF-V and APF-Y models gave a higher correlation compared to the passive and APF-L+MLF models. For the other five load cases a trend of improvement in CORA scores for active models was observed, but the increase was smaller and potentially not as relevant. No relevant differences were found when comparing scores for the six different load cases, where maximum difference for APF-Y was 0.10 (lane change without braking, standard seatbelt compared to lane change with braking, pre-pretensioned seatbelt), for APF-Y+MLF it was 0.09 (lane change without braking, standard seatbelt compared to pre-pretensioned seatbelt), and

---

Fig. 9. Kinematics for braking with pre-pretensioned seatbelt. Grey curves show average ± 1 std for volunteers [15], red curves show APF-Y HBM response, blue dashed shows APF-Y+MLF response and dotted green curves show passive HBM response.

Fig. 10. CORA scores for pure braking, pre-pretensioned seat belt with APF-Y, APF-Y+MLF and passive control strategy.
The objective of the study was to evaluate the biofidelity of the active SAFER HBM v9 using different omnidirectional muscle recruitment strategies compared to the same HBM without muscle activation in lane change, lane change with braking and pure braking. The study showed that the HBM with active muscles using APF-Y and APF-V gave better correlation to the volunteer tests than the same model in passive configuration in lane change with braking, standard seat belt, while in the other five load cases no relevant difference was observed (Table II). There were small differences between the different control strategies, where the only relevant difference was found between APF-V/APF-Y and APF-L+MLF during lane change with standard seat belt. 

**Muscle Activation Control Strategies**

For this paper the emphasis has been on the APF-Y strategy. APF-Y was included for all load cases, whereas APF-V and APF-L were compared in selected load cases. The original APF strategy in the neck link, before the modifications from this study, was designed to return the head to a vertical alignment relative to a global reference [12], which was introduced to mimic the vestibulocollic reflex. This similarity to the vestibulocollic reflex was maintained in APF-Y, because the reference angle was always relative to a global vertical. In the other control strategies, if the vehicle (APF-V) or the torso (APF-L) have rotated in pitch or roll then the posture the controller seeks to maintain may not be aligned with the global vertical axis. The volunteers tendency of maintaining the initial vertical head alignment (in the gravity field) is seen in the photo comparison (Fig. 6). This is something that is lacking in APF-L and MLF and to some extent also in APF-V. Therefore, the APF-Y was chosen as the best candidate for the study. However, this might not be the best selection if using the HBM in a reclined position or during a roll-over event, where head-link angles would be projected onto the spatial tuning patterns in the horizontal plane and lead to biomechanically unsuitable muscle activity. In that case, the spatial tuning might need to follow the occupant, as in APF-L, while reference angle is kept connected to gravity.

Similarly, the APF-V implementation would likely not be able to handle reclined occupants either, again since head-link angles would be projected onto another plane. The spatial tuning in APF-V would most likely work better than APF-Y in a roll-over, where the HBM rotates with the vehicle. However, in roll-over the alignment of local Z-axis in gravity field would be lost.

Another issue with spatial tuning for reclined passengers or in roll-over is that the curves were collected in the horizontal plane for a standard seated posture. If the model capabilities should be extended to include these cases or vertical loading, additional data will be needed.

The CORA scores comparing the APF muscle controllers’ output to volunteer EMG were generally classified as poor. There are potential issues when comparing the muscle controller output with EMG signals. The main issue when comparing volunteer EMG traces to the muscle controller output was that the muscle controller is not an analogue for the complete human sensorimotor system and thus it may be unreasonable to expect the two to

### IV. DISCUSSION

The objective of the study was to evaluate the biofidelity of the active SAFER HBM v9 using different omnidirectional muscle recruitment strategies compared to the same HBM without muscle activation in lane change, lane change with braking and pure braking. The study showed that the HBM with active muscles using APF-Y and APF-V gave better correlation to the volunteer tests than the same model in passive configuration in lane change with braking, standard seat belt, while in the other five load cases no relevant difference was observed (Table II). There were small differences between the different control strategies, where the only relevant difference was found between APF-V/APF-Y and APF-L+MLF during lane change with standard seat belt.

**Muscle Activation Control Strategies**

For this paper the emphasis has been on the APF-Y strategy. APF-Y was included for all load cases, whereas APF-V and APF-L were compared in selected load cases. The original APF strategy in the neck link, before the modifications from this study, was designed to return the head to a vertical alignment relative to a global reference [12], which was introduced to mimic the vestibulocollic reflex. This similarity to the vestibulocollic reflex was maintained in APF-Y, because the reference angle was always relative to a global vertical. In the other control strategies, if the vehicle (APF-V) or the torso (APF-L) have rotated in pitch or roll then the posture the controller seeks to maintain may not be aligned with the global vertical axis. The volunteers tendency of maintaining the initial vertical head alignment (in the gravity field) is seen in the photo comparison (Fig. 6). This is something that is lacking in APF-L and MLF and to some extent also in APF-V. Therefore, the APF-Y was chosen as the best candidate for the study. However, this might not be the best selection if using the HBM in a reclined position or during a roll-over event, where head-link angles would be projected onto the spatial tuning patterns in the horizontal plane and lead to biomechanically unsuitable muscle activity. In that case, the spatial tuning might need to follow the occupant, as in APF-L, while reference angle is kept connected to gravity.

Similarly, the APF-V implementation would likely not be able to handle reclined occupants either, again since head-link angles would be projected onto another plane. The spatial tuning in APF-V would most likely work better than APF-Y in a roll-over, where the HBM rotates with the vehicle. However, in roll-over the alignment of local Z-axis in gravity field would be lost.

Another issue with spatial tuning for reclined passengers or in roll-over is that the curves were collected in the horizontal plane for a standard seated posture. If the model capabilities should be extended to include these cases or vertical loading, additional data will be needed.

The CORA scores comparing the APF muscle controllers’ output to volunteer EMG were generally classified as poor. There are potential issues when comparing the muscle controller output with EMG signals. The main issue when comparing volunteer EMG traces to the muscle controller output was that the muscle controller is not an analogue for the complete human sensorimotor system and thus it may be unreasonable to expect the two to
produce the identical output. A further issue is that comparing our muscle controller to EMG is that the activation signal used in the muscle elements is a filtered version of the PID signal and more resembles the force output from a muscle. Whilst the EMG measures the interference pattern of signals propagating along the muscle fibres and approximates the neural drive going to the muscle and not the force output. In the simulation model, there is no signal that directly corresponds to what is measured with the EMG, although according to [30], it could be comparable to the PID signal that is fed to the activation dynamics (u). However, in the active HBM model co-contraction was added to the muscle activation signal after the activation dynamics, if the activity suggested by the controller was below the co-contraction level. Therefore, to include the co-contraction for size comparison in the CORA evaluation, the filtered signal \( N_a \) was used in the CORA evaluation.

When comparing LHS and RHS for lane change simulations where MLF is included, it was seen that for some load cases and muscles there was a difference between CORA scores for left-hand side (LHS) and right-hand side (RHS) muscles. The APF implementations also show a CORA score bilateral asymmetry, but not to the same extent. One example is the MS using APF-Y+MLF where the RHS muscle gives a better CORA score compared to the LHS muscle (Fig. 7). This better correlation was also seen when visually comparing time histories of the MS muscle activation to volunteer EMG traces, where both volunteers and models had two peaks of activity in the RHS MS during the second half of the evaluation interval, although some difference in timing is seen between volunteers and HBM muscle activation (Fig. 12).

**Kinematics**

In the lane change without braking simulations, the head yaw rotations showed a difference in behaviour between model and volunteer response (Fig. 13). While the HBM followed the response expected considering the inertial loading applied, the volunteer trend was the opposite. This might be an effect of volitional control, or the vestibulocollic reflex opposing the head yaw induced by the vehicle manoeuvre. The same limitation from rotational control was seen in the comparison between model results and volunteer in lane change with braking and standard seat belt, where the model showed larger head roll than the exemplar volunteer (Fig. 6), and in the time history plots of rotational kinematics in the same load case, where the models showed larger roll rotations compared to the volunteer average, but within the standard deviation (Fig. 4). Since the control system controls neck-link angle rather than head rotations directly and the controller represents reflexive and not volitional control, our results in this study showed that this behaviour cannot be captured accurately. Furthermore, in a post-hoc analysis on the APF-Y controller during the braking plus lane change without pre-pretensioner, we showed that CORA scores decreased (max change of -0.07) as the evaluation period increased from 1.3 to 1.6 s after manoeuvre onset. This decrease in CORA score may be related to a lack of representation of volitional control, which may grow in influence as the manoeuvre unfolds.

In lane change with braking and standard seatbelt, when comparing the CORA scores for kinematic measures (Fig. 5) and the visual match of the model behaviour to one exemplar volunteer (Fig. 6), it may be argued that the CORA scores seem higher than may be expected. Although this is only a qualitative visual analysis. The model visually showed a larger head roll compared to the exemplar volunteer, but the roll kinematic response was within the corridor for both active models, perhaps due to variably between subjects, and the time histories of roll showed a visual similarity in shape, which led to good and excellent scores in corridor and cross correlation ratings (Fig. 4). The corridor rating constituted 50% and cross correlation 25% of the CORA score, leading to a total CORA score rated as good for both active models. The passive model CORA score for roll was rated as poor.

In the lane change manoeuvre without braking, the torso (T1 & sternum) in the passive model translates laterally less than the volunteers (Fig. 14), and when muscle activity is added the model’s translation is further reduced. The volunteer EMG data suggested that volunteers were using muscle activity to limit their lateral translation (Fig. 15) and it is therefore expected that a passive model should translate laterally more than volunteers in a lane change load case. The reduced translation of the passive model compared to volunteers suggests that the passive stiffness of the torso is too high in the lateral direction.

**Limitations**

No calibration of the controller gains has been performed and it is known that reflexive gains in humans are context dependant, not fixed [31]. The APF gains are taken from a sagittal plane controller which has been calibrated to a set of volunteer braking data and validated to another set [11]. Some improvement in correlation would be expected if the gains were calibrated for the implemented controllers using representative loading. The
MLF gains have not been calibrated, and all PID-controllers in MLF used the same gains. Improvements could be expected if the gains were calibrated, either still using the same gains for all controllers, or using some grouping, or individually for each muscle element controller.

To reduce the number of simulations no combinations of coordinate system configurations have been run. Neck and lower trunk have used the same controller configuration, and with the same coordinate system for spatial tuning angle as for the PID reference vector. Another option could be to use APF-Y for the reference position to keep alignment with gravity but use APF-L for the spatial tuning.

For both lane change and pure braking load cases the evaluation period was long enough to include volitional movement, and this is a limitation for our implementation of muscle control which only captures reflexive behaviour. For the upper limb the volitional epoch from a disturbance is considered to be as early as 100ms, reviewed in [32]. In the experimental load cases considered in the study, head motion of the volunteers begins at approximately 150-200 ms after manoeuvre onset. A rough approximation would be that the subjects could voluntarily react to the manoeuvres by approximately 250-300 ms, which means a large portion of the model evaluation intervals may have included voluntary responses from the subjects we are trying to simulate. The design of muscle controllers that can generate reflexive and volitional responses is important future work.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This study compared kinematic responses and seat belt forces predicted by the active SAFER HBM v9 using different omnidirectional muscle recruitment strategies compared to the same HBM without muscle activation and volunteers in braking, lane change, and combined manoeuvres. The study shows that the HBM with active muscles using a control strategy with a coordinate system that remained aligned with gravity gave a better correlation to the volunteer tests than the same model in a passive configuration for lane change with braking and standard seat belt. Similar patterns, but with smaller and potentially less relevant changes, were found between active and passive models for lane change without braking, pure braking and lane change with braking and pre-pretensioned belt. It is concluded that the HBM with active musculature gave a kinematic response with good biofidelity in lane change with braking, pure braking, and lane change with pre-pretensioned seat belt, but the biofidelity of the model was rated as fair in lane change with standard seat belt.
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### VIII. Appendix

#### A. Modifications to the THUMS v3 Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Body Part</th>
<th>Modification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Muscles</strong></td>
<td><strong>Neck and lower trunk</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Shoulder</strong></td>
<td><strong>Hill-type muscle elements added</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legs</strong></td>
<td><strong>Hill-type muscle elements added</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chest</strong></td>
<td><strong>Ribs</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Sternum</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Head</strong></td>
<td><strong>New Head Model</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
B. Controller Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control strategy</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>APF and MLF</strong></td>
<td>Neck Co-contraction level</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lumbar Co-contraction level</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Time constant, neural excitation</em> - $T_{ne}$</td>
<td>35 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Time constant, muscle activation</em> - $T_{na,a}$</td>
<td>10 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Time constant, muscle deactivation</em> - $T_{na,d}$</td>
<td>40 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>APF</strong></td>
<td>Neck neural delay</td>
<td>20 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Neck link – Proportional gain</td>
<td>1.301 1/rad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Neck link – Integral gain</td>
<td>0 1/rad ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Neck link – Derivative gain</td>
<td>470 1/rad ms$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lumbar neural delay</td>
<td>25 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lumbar link - Proportional gain</td>
<td>1.210 1/rad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lumbar link - Integral gain</td>
<td>0 1/rad ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lumbar link - Derivative gain</td>
<td>159 1/rad ms$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MLF</strong></td>
<td>Neural delay</td>
<td>10 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Proportional gain</td>
<td>0.5 1/mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Integral gain</td>
<td>0 1/mm ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Derivative gain</td>
<td>5 1/mm ms$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* These constants were used two first order differential equations proposed by Winters and Stark [24], presented in Equations (1) and (2), where $u$ is the muscle controller signal, $N_e$ an intermediate neural excitation level and $N_a$ the excitation signal used in the muscle elements.

\[
\frac{dN_e}{dt} = \frac{(u - N_e)}{T_{ne}}, \quad N_e \geq N_a
\]  

\[
\frac{dN_a}{dt} = \begin{cases} 
\frac{(N_e - N_a)}{T_{na,a}}, & N_e \geq N_a \\
\frac{(N_e - N_a)}{T_{na,d}}, & N_e < N_a 
\end{cases}
\]
C. Simulation Results

a) T1 translational kinematics

b) Seatbelt forces

Fig. 11. T1 translational kinematics and seatbelt forces for lane change with braking, standard seat belt. Grey curves show average ± 1 std for volunteers [19], red curves show APF-Y HBM response, blue dashed shows APF-Y+MLF response and dotted green curves show passive HBM response.
Fig. 12. Muscle activation in lane change with braking, standard seat belt. Grey curves show individual EMG recordings for volunteers normalized using MVC [22], red curves show APF-Y HBM activation and blue dashed show APF-Y+MLF activation. For some muscles there are multiple blue lines, where each blue line represents one muscle element response in the MLF control strategy.
a) Translational kinematics

Fig. 13. Head kinematics for lane change without braking, standard seat belt. Grey curves show average ± 1 std for volunteers[19], red curves show APF-Y HBM response, blue dashed show APF-Y+MLF response and dotted green curves show passive HBM response.

b) Rotational kinematics

a) T1 translational kinematics [mm]

Fig. 14. T1 translational kinematics for lane change without braking, standard seat belt. Grey curves show average ± 1 std for volunteers [19], red curves show APF-Y HBM response, blue dashed show APF-Y+MLF response and dotted green curves show passive HBM response.
Fig. 15. Muscle activation in lane change with standard seat belt. Grey curves show individual EMG curves for volunteers normalized using MVC [22], red curves show APF-Y HBM activation and blue dashed show APF-Y+MLF activation. For some muscles there are multiple blue lines, where each blue line represents one muscle element response in the MLF control strategy.